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GoalsGoals

�� Integrated processor design methodology using MetropolisIntegrated processor design methodology using Metropolis
frameworkframework

�� Refine down to a processor design instead of rewriting model at each stageRefine down to a processor design instead of rewriting model at each stage
�� Find natural representation of communicationFind natural representation of communication

�� How pure hardware design differs from metroHow pure hardware design differs from metro
�� Pure hardwarePure hardware
�� Denser communicationDenser communication
�� Tightly coupledTightly coupled

�� High performanceHigh performance
�� Implicit communication + synchronizationImplicit communication + synchronization

�� (Relatively) fixed set of elements(Relatively) fixed set of elements
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Metro Methodology:Metro Methodology:
Step 1: Functional DecompositionStep 1: Functional Decomposition

Execute Memory Register
Write

These slides look at how a processor would be
designed using the current metro methodology.

Decomposition is taken from Patterson &
Hennessey book.

Fetch
Decode/
Register

Read
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Metro Methodology:Metro Methodology:
Step 2: Behavior AdaptationStep 2: Behavior Adaptation

Fetch
Decode/
Register

Read

Execute Memory Register
Write

Connect the functional  blocks together,
translating the domains if necessary.
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Metro Methodology:Metro Methodology:
Steps 3-5Steps 3-5

Execute Memory Register
Write

Pipeline registers inserted.

Where would complicated architectural
additions be placed?

What is the comm. refinement?

What about the mapping?

Fetch
Decode/
Register

Read
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Issues RaisedIssues Raised
�� Differences introduced by processor designDifferences introduced by processor design

�� No real mapping, more like refinement + schedulingNo real mapping, more like refinement + scheduling
�� Architectural exploration means something different than in typical embeddedArchitectural exploration means something different than in typical embedded

systemssystems
�� Moving from an architecture to a micro-architectureMoving from an architecture to a micro-architecture

�� Communication refinement might actually occur after the “mapping” (decisionCommunication refinement might actually occur after the “mapping” (decision
on architecture)on architecture)

�� Needs addedNeeds added
�� A More Specific MethodologyA More Specific Methodology

�� Address complicated architectural featuresAddress complicated architectural features
�� Address the when + where of hierarchyAddress the when + where of hierarchy

�� Natural way to express resource usage + propertiesNatural way to express resource usage + properties
�� Representation for scheduling + bindingRepresentation for scheduling + binding
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Proposed Methodology:Proposed Methodology:
New StepsNew Steps

Top Level
Decomposition

Definition of
Architectural Blocks

Behavior Adaptation

Insertion Of
Functional

Communication
Media / MOC

Define Resource
Requirements
Define Resource

Requirements

Determine Minimal
Resources

Determine Minimal
Resources

Insertion Of
Communication
Media / MOC

Mapping,
Scheduling, Binding,

Pipelining, Etc

Mapping,
Scheduling, Binding,

Pipelining, Etc

Communication
Refinement

Key:
Forward Step

Backward
Annotation

Functional Side: Architectural Side:
Defines what resources are
needed throughout the
functional decomposition.
(Another way to look at this
is defining how the
resources can be used)

Determine the minimal
resource constraints needed
for a simple non-
speculative and possibly
unpipelined
implementation.

Add in complicated
architectural features, relax
constraints, and schedule the
system
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Methodology Example: Methodology Example: Simplescalar Simplescalar ProcessorProcessor

�� Symbolically scheduled RISC processor taken from Symbolically scheduled RISC processor taken from HaynalHaynal
ThesisThesis
�� Attempt it in a more automated + integrated manner.Attempt it in a more automated + integrated manner.
�� Explore more complicated architectural featuresExplore more complicated architectural features

�� Illustrated by taking it through the proposed methodologyIllustrated by taking it through the proposed methodology
�� At a high level, most of the details haven’t been worked out yetAt a high level, most of the details haven’t been worked out yet

�� Points out problem areasPoints out problem areas
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Metro Methodology:Metro Methodology:
Functional Functional DecomopostionDecomopostion

Fetch
Decode/
Register

Read

Execute Memory Register
Write

Same functional decomposition as before.
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Architectural Block DefinitionArchitectural Block Definition

• Custom Units:
• All non-memory units execute

in < 1 clock cycle
• ALU,
• Instruction Mem (fetcher),
• Data Memory
• Register file,
• Decoder

• Standard Blocks:
• Mux (3)
• Adder (2)
• Registers (?)

Fetcher

Instruction
Decoder

Register
File

R1
R2 R1_out

R2_out

W-in
W-en

W

Data Mem

Addr.

Data_in

Control

Data_outALU

+ 0
1
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Minimal Resources + Simple MappingMinimal Resources + Simple Mapping

��Minimal ResourcesMinimal Resources
�� One of each unique resource is requiredOne of each unique resource is required
�� 2 Adders, and 3 2 Adders, and 3 MuxesMuxes
�� # of registers depends on whether or not design is pipelined# of registers depends on whether or not design is pipelined

��Simple MappingSimple Mapping
�� Either single cycle or a simple pipelineEither single cycle or a simple pipeline
�� No speculation or branch predictionNo speculation or branch prediction
�� Fetches at most 1 instruction per cycleFetches at most 1 instruction per cycle
�� In order execution and commitIn order execution and commit

��Communication MediaCommunication Media
�� Inputs – simple registersInputs – simple registers
�� Outputs - possibly RegistersOutputs - possibly Registers
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Simple MappingSimple Mapping

Fetcher

+
0
1

4

FETCH

Instruction
Decoder

Register
File

R1
R2 R1_out

R2_out

W-in
W-en

W

READ/DECODE

Data Mem

Addr.

Data_in

Control

Data_out

MEM

0
1

WRITE

+

0
1

ALU

EXEC

Simple single cycle implementation, an instruction is
only fetched after the prior one is completed. Probably
represented via constraints.
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
MOC wrapper + firing rulesMOC wrapper + firing rules

��MOC wrapperMOC wrapper
�� Defined by the firing rules, currently fires on clocks.Defined by the firing rules, currently fires on clocks.

��Firing rulesFiring rules
�� Defined by constraints + number of registersDefined by constraints + number of registers

�� Single CycleSingle Cycle
� Constraints - only 1 instruction in the system at a time
� Registers – just to hold the PC

�� Simple Pipelined DesignSimple Pipelined Design
� Constraints - one instruction per stage
� Registers – set of registers between each stage
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Complicated Mapping and SchedulingComplicated Mapping and Scheduling

�� Based upon relaxation of constraints and duplication of unitsBased upon relaxation of constraints and duplication of units
�� Combination of manual refinement and symbolic schedulingCombination of manual refinement and symbolic scheduling
�� Select # of resources needed, # instructions in flight at a time, etc.Select # of resources needed, # instructions in flight at a time, etc.

�� Features reviewedFeatures reviewed
�� SpeculationSpeculation
�� Out of order executionOut of order execution

�� Tomasulo’sTomasulo’s
�� ScoreboardingScoreboarding

�� Superscalar Superscalar executionexecution
�� Memory Subsystem organizationMemory Subsystem organization
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Mapping TechniqueMapping Technique
�� Blocks should be able to (via control signals + network topology)Blocks should be able to (via control signals + network topology)

�� Stall other blocks and be stalled by othersStall other blocks and be stalled by others
�� Invalidate their current operationsInvalidate their current operations

�� Constraints take the form of external schedulersConstraints take the form of external schedulers

�� Some changes require recoding of behavior (I.e. Some changes require recoding of behavior (I.e. superscalar superscalar impliesimplies
fetching in blocks)fetching in blocks)

�� Some structural changesSome structural changes
�� Multiple instantiationsMultiple instantiations
�� Addition of arbiters + more control logicAddition of arbiters + more control logic
�� Etc.Etc.
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
SpeculationSpeculation
��Add a control logic schedulerAdd a control logic scheduler

�� HandlesHandles
�� Branch PredictionBranch Prediction
�� Recovery from Recovery from mispredictsmispredicts

�� Is this a process or a scheduler?Is this a process or a scheduler? Fetch Controller
PC Address

Calculated Address

Branch
Select

Branch
Taken

Squash Insturctions

Cur PC

ExecuteFetch Decode/
Register

Read
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Out of Order ExecutionOut of Order Execution

�� RequirementsRequirements
�� Execution Execution times > 1 (*, /, times > 1 (*, /, floating pointfloating point, , memmem))
�� Multiple execution unitsMultiple execution units
�� Ability to stall and squash instructionsAbility to stall and squash instructions

�� 2 2 TechniquesTechniques
�� Scoreboarding Scoreboarding ((Not explainedNot explained))
�� Tomasulo’sTomasulo’s
�� Both Both introduce introduce new new arch. arch. elementselements..
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Out of Order ExecutionOut of Order Execution
Tomasulo’sTomasulo’s
��Distributed Distributed ControlControl

��Register RenamingRegister Renaming

��Added Added Arch. Arch. FeaturesFeatures
�� Reservation StationsReservation Stations
�� ArbiterArbiter
�� Common Common Data Bus (CDB)Data Bus (CDB)
�� Commit Unit Commit Unit ((optionaloptional ( (forfor in- in-orderorder

commitcommit))))

Reservation
Station

Execution
Unit 1

Reservation
Station

Execution
Unit 2

Reservation
Station

Execution
Unit N

...

Commit Unit

CDB

Fetch
and

Decode
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Tomasulo’s Tomasulo’s con.con.

Execute
Units

Memory Register
Write

Fetch
Decode/
Register

Read
Execute

UnitsExecute
Units

Execute
UnitsExecute

UnitsResv.
Stations

CDB
arbiter

Commit
SchedulerExec

Arbiter

Assigns instructions
to specific
reservation stations.
Or stalls the fetch.

Assures in-
order
commitment of
instructions.

Allows only 1 execution
unit to write to the CDB,
stalls the other ones
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Superscalar Superscalar ExecutionExecution

��Fetches more than one instruction per clock cycleFetches more than one instruction per clock cycle
�� Typically 2 or 4Typically 2 or 4

��Can execute more than one instruction per clockCan execute more than one instruction per clock
cyclecycle

�� Similar effect as speculation, and you must be able toSimilar effect as speculation, and you must be able to
squash the instructions that weren’t intended to besquash the instructions that weren’t intended to be
executedexecuted

��Changes requiredChanges required
�� Behavior of fetcherBehavior of fetcher
�� Control similar to that of speculative architecturesControl similar to that of speculative architectures
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Methodology ExampleMethodology Example
Communication RefinementCommunication Refinement

�� Communication RefinementCommunication Refinement
�� Delay CalculationsDelay Calculations
�� Queue Sizing (LID, QSS(?))Queue Sizing (LID, QSS(?))
�� Pipelining, Binding, etc.Pipelining, Binding, etc.
�� Feed updated data back to previous step and back to functionalFeed updated data back to previous step and back to functional

modelmodel
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Conclusions / What is Missing?Conclusions / What is Missing?

�� ConclusionsConclusions
�� Investigated processor design methodologyInvestigated processor design methodology

�� Using current metro methodologyUsing current metro methodology
�� Provided more natural modification of metro methodologyProvided more natural modification of metro methodology

�� Partial Example of new methodologyPartial Example of new methodology

�� What is vague/missingWhat is vague/missing
�� How to specify constraints, resources, and propertiesHow to specify constraints, resources, and properties
�� How to transform the specification into something that is symbolicallyHow to transform the specification into something that is symbolically

schedulableschedulable
�� TerminologyTerminology
�� How to do the complicated mappingHow to do the complicated mapping

�� Comments?Comments?


